
Texas EMS Alliance:
The Unified Voice of Texas EMS Agencies

The EMS Stakeholder Voice
TEMSA serves as the stakeholder voice for EMS in 
Austin. Health care stakeholders, lawmakers, and 
regulators turn to TEMSA for its expertise. The 
organization represents EMS agencies on every 
public policy issue that affects Texas EMS agencies.

Enhancing EMS Operations
TEMSA is the only organization that focuses on 
business, public policy, and clinical issues that 
affect Texas EMS agencies that provide 911 service. 
Texas EMS leaders turn to TEMSA for its education, 
networking opportunities, and unique information 
about the industry.

Health care is one of the most regulated 
industries in America. As a result, EMS 

agencies must engage in the public 
policy process. TEMSA provides a 
legislative and regulatory voice in 

Austin for Texas EMS agencies.Preserving  
Out-of-Network Payments
TEMSA worked with lawmakers in the 2017 

Legislature to ensure that EMS agencies 
could continue billing patients for  

out-of-network services.

Benchmarking  
Surveys

TEMSA members have access to 
TEMSA’s benchmarking surveys that 

examine ambulance replacement 
benchmarks, salary and benefits,  

and other issues.

Protecting Medicaid
TEMSA led the effort to defeat the state’s 
summer 2017 proposal to cut some EMS 
Medicaid services by up to 36 percent.

Educational Seminars
TEMSA providers member seminars 

throughout the year that navigate EMS 
agencies through Medicare’s ambulance cost 

data collection program and other issues.

Join Other Texas EMS Leaders Today
Both urban and rural EMS agencies from across the state 
recognize the value of having a strong organization like TEMSA 
to represent our EMS agencies in Austin. Join TEMSA today.

Protecting Urban  
and Rural Care

TEMSA works on numerous public 
policy issues that affect both urban 

and rural EMS agencies.

Join Today
Visit www.txemsa.com to 

fill out a membership form. 
The cost is a $300 base fee 
plus $50 per licensed unit.

New Members:
Join for 2020 before 
December 31, 2019 

and receive half-price 
membership.

Navigating New  
Payment Models
TEMSA is working with state 

policymakers to determine which new 
delivery and reimbursement models 
will have the ability to enhance 911 

care for Texas communities.
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What has TEMSA Done For Your Agency?


